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Dynamics of Adatom Motion under the Influence of Mutual Interactions: OyyyRusss0001ddd
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(Received 1 September 1998)

The diffusive motion of O atoms adsorbed on Ru(0001) was observed on the atomic scale by scanning
tunneling microscopy with temporal resolution ofø10 ms at room temperature. From statistical
analysis of the changes of the atom configurations in sequences of more than 1000 images, mean
residence times of oxygen atoms in the neighborhood of other oxygen atoms were extracted. The
residence times vary by more than 1 order of magnitude over distances of three lattice constants,
indicating the necessity of including the lateral interaction in modeling collective phenomena such as
surface diffusion or reactions. [S0031-9007(99)09081-X]

PACS numbers: 68.35.Fx, 82.65.Dp
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The motion of adsorbed particles governs many impo
tant surface processes, such as catalytic reactions, cr
tal growth, or epitaxy. All of these processes involv
nonzero coverages, and the particles are known to int
act considerably with each other (as evident, e.g., fro
the observation of island formation or the variation of th
adsorption energy with coverage). Thus, it has to be co
cluded that also their motions are not independent of ea
other. Although this problem (which is reflected, for ex
ample, by the coverage dependence of themacroscopic
diffusion coefficient) has been recognized for many yea
[1], direct microscopicstudies on the effects of mutual
interactions on the dynamics of adatom motion are st
lacking except for a few special cases.

Interactions between adsorbed metal atoms have be
studied extensively by field ion microscopy (FIM) [2,3].
These (static) experiments measured effects on the pot
tial energy minima at the adsorption sites that determin
the equilibrium distribution of the atoms, and revealed in
teresting results about long range effects [4]. The motio
of the particles is, however, governed also by the pote
tial maxima (in principle by the complete potential cause
by the interaction with the substrate and neighboring a
sorbates). Conclusions about the dynamics were so
focused on the question of “long jumps” [3]. Recently
the motion of particles could be followed by scanning tun
neling microscopy (STM), providing data on the motion
of individual particles and also on long or double jump
[5]. Results on mutual effects of neighboring particle
on thedynamicsexist only for the special case of motion
in one dimension [6,7], whereas the general 2D case w
not treated. Since here all hopping events into the vario
directions can be affected by the presence of another a
particle, the evaluation of statistically significant number
requires enormous data sets that have not been availa
so far.

In this Letter, we present results for the 2D motion o
adsorbed particles under the influence of their neighbo
for the system OyRu(0001). Quantitative data of this kind
could, so far, not be obtained by STM with conventiona
scanning speed because the residence time of an adsor
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particle on a lattice site has to be of the order of sever
seconds to minutes to allow its observation. With
special fast STM system, we were able to study atom
with much shorter residence timess&10 msd and to record
much larger data sets within reasonable times. By
detailed statistical analysis of the hopping events, w
could quantify variations of the residence time under th
influence of interactions. Near a second oxygen ato
residence times are affected over distances up to thr
lattice constants and vary by up to 1 order of magnitud
These effects are, hence, of importance already at ve
low coverages.

The experiments were performed in a UHV cham
ber with a base pressure of5 3 10211 mbar equipped
with the fast STM and facilities for sample preparation
and characterization [8]. STM image sequences we
recorded at room temperature at frequencies of 8
20 imagesys. Each sequence typically consists of sev
eral hundred to some thousand images. As an examp
Fig. 1 shows two successive images from a sequence
ø2200 images, taken at a frequency of18 s21 on a sur-
face with an oxygen coverage of 0.014 monolayers (ML
The oxygen atoms are imaged as bright dots, as describ
previously [8].

Although the Ru substrate lattice was not resolved i
these data, it could be reconstructed from the positions

FIG. 1. Two successive tunneling imagess35 Å 3 55 Åd
from a sequence of more than 2200 images (UT  20.23 V,
IT  10 nA); the letters A mark the atoms of a dimer with
an initial distance of2a0, both of which moved between the
images, resulting in a distance of4a0.
© 1999 The American Physical Society 3839
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the oxygen atoms. This is justified by the previous obse
vation [8] that all O atoms occupy the same (hcp) site
the Ru(0001) surface. With the knowledge of thes1 3 1d
lattice, the displacement vectors of the single atoms b
tween subsequent images were extracted. With this p
cedure, which will be published in detail elsewhere [9
about 99% of the atoms could be assigned to unequivo
positions; all remaining events were discarded.

As a reference process the motion ofisolated par-
ticles was studied. For this purpose experiments wi
oxygen coverages betweenQ  0.01 and 0.02 ML were
performed; the average distances between the oxyg
atoms are then of the order of 5 to10a0, a0  0.271 nm
being the Ru lattice constant. Figure 2 shows a hi
togram of the displacements of adatoms between two su
sequent STM images, where in both, the initial and th
final configuration, the analyzed atoms were more th
3a0 away from the nearest-neighboring O atoms. A tot
of more than 3300 events was observed in a sequence
2200 images. The distribution in Fig. 2 does not chang
when atoms more than4a0 separated from their neigh-
bors were selected. Atoms separated by more than3a0
can therefore be regarded as isolated. Experiments w
higher coverages led to the same results, indicating the
sence of cumulative long range effects. It is noteworth
that the distribution of the jumps is completely isotropic
i.e., it does not show any correlation with the scannin
direction. Careful checks for a possible STM tip effec
revealed that it remained negligible as long as the tunn
ing resistance did not become very lows,106 Vd.

Since in Fig. 2 most of the atoms are seen to b
displaced by at least one lattice site, the possibility
multiple jumps between two frames has to be take
into account. Assuming that the isolated adparticle
perform a random walk, consisting only of jumps betwee

FIG. 2. Jump width distribution for isolated atoms. Experi
mental values (crosses) are given with error bars represent
the square root of the number of observed events; the fit
marked by open circles.
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nearest-neighbor sites, it is possible to give exact analy
expressions for the probability that a particle is displac
by a given lattice vector after timet [10]. The only
adjustable parameter in this probability distribution is th
inverse residence time of a particle on a particular si
or hopping frequencyG. This distribution is fitted to our
experimental data, yielding a hopping frequency ofG 
16.6 6 0.9 s21. The hopping frequency corresponds t
a mean residence time of 60 ms, in agreement w
estimates from “slow” STM data [8]. The fit matche
the data points accurately, indicating the validity of th
assumption of statistically independent jumps, and,
particular, the absence of long jumps. If we allow i
the fitting procedure also for jumps by2a0, the hopping
frequency does not change, but the fitted fraction of lo
jumps remains well below 1%. By assuming a prefact
between1010 and1013 s21, a diffusion barrier in the range
of ED ø 0.55 0.7 eV is estimated.

In order to get information on how the residence time
the oxygen atoms is influenced by neighboring Oad atoms,
the motion of dimers was analyzed. We define these
complexes consisting of two adatoms, each of which
separated from all other adatoms, except its dimer cou
terpart, by at least3a0. From the set of all dimers that
could be identified in the STM images, histograms of th
changes of the configurations in subsequent frames w
assembled, grouped together according to the sixfold sy
metry of the lattice of the adsorption sites. Each of the
histograms (one per initial configuration) results from th
superpositions of the motions of the two atoms. Similar
to the independent atoms, these can have performed s
eral jumps and can have traveled various different pa
between successive frames; moreover, we allow for m
tual influences on the jump frequencies, depending on
distances between the dimer atoms at each instant. He
in order to obtain values for the residence times in th
various configurations, the histograms have to be dise
tangled into the different processes. This was perform
by describing the stochastic processes by their mas
equations [10,11]. Ifpi,jstd denotes the probability to
find a particular particle on sitesi, jd, the evolution of
pi,jstd is described as a Markov process by a set of mas
equations,

≠

≠t
pi,jstd 

X
i0,j0

gsij j i0j0dpi0,j0std 2 pi,jstd
X
i0,j0

gsi0j0 j ijd ,

(1)

where thegsij j i0j0d are transition rates from statesi, jd
to state si0, j0d. Based on our results on the isolate
particles, we allow only for nearest-neighbor jumps, i.e
the transition ratesgsij j i0j0d are nonzero only ifsi, jd
and si0, j0d are neighboring sites. Without interaction
with other particles the diffusion process is isotrop
and independent of the specific site. In this case, t
transition rate to one of the six neighboring sites is give
by g0  Gy6, whereG is the hopping frequency derived
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FIG. 3. Model for dimer motion. Paths (indicated by arrows
along which the hopping rates of an atom are affected
the atom A. The nearest-neighbor sites are not occupi
under the conditions of our measurements because of stro
repulsions. Hopping rates to sites further away are the same
of independent atoms.

above for the isolated particles. Under the influence
another adparticle the hopping ratesg are modified. For a
quantitative analysis, the probabilitỹps $Dd to find a dimer
with a relative distance vectorsĩ, j̃d  $D is introduced for
which [by means of Eq. (1)] a new master equation ca
be derived [9]:
≠

≠t
p̃s $Dd 

X
$D0NNs $Dd

fws $D, $D0d 1 ws2 $D, 2 $D0dgp̃s $D0d

2 p̃s $Dd
X

$D0NNs $Dd

fws2 $D0, 2 $Dd 1 ws $D0, $Ddg .

(2)

NNs $Dd denotes the displacement to nearest-neighbor si
of $D. ws $D, $D0d is the rate at which a particle located at
distance$D0 from the other particle jumps to a distance$D.
In order to obtain values for the modified hopping rate
w, Eq. (2) was integrated numerically, resulting in theo
retical histograms for the changes of the configurations
dimers with initial separationsD. These were then fitted
to the experimental histograms by variation of the variou
hopping rates. This analysis was performed for dime
with initial distances of

p
3, 2,

p
7, and 3 lattice constants

(see Fig. 3); Fig. 4 shows two of the four experimenta
histograms together with the respective fits. Larger di
tances could be neglected as demonstrated above, dim
with a distance of1a0 were never observed in these
experiments. Only at coveragesQ . 0.25 structures con-
taining this small separation are formed, which is, how
ever, associated with strong repulsion [12]. For each
the above-mentioned distances, a histogram containing
to 15 data points was obtained; the four histograms we
then fitted simultaneously by adjusting 10 hopping rate
for the various processes.

The total hopping rate out of a site, or the reciproc
residence time on this site, is the sum of the hopping ra
to all neighboring sites,
)
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FIG. 4. Histograms for motion of dimers with initial distance
of 2a0 (upper histogram, 427 events) and

p
7 a0 (lower

histogram, 334 events); dark bars: experimental values; bri
bars: fit; the sphere denotes the place of one atom of the dim
the shaded hexagon the initial position of the other.

G $D 
X

$D0NNs $Dd

gs $D0 j $Dd . (3)

Table I summarizes the residence times for the differe
dimer separations. The errors stem from the fit of the ho
ping rates and reflect the temporal resolution of our fa
STM of about 20 ms. Compared tot`  60 ms for the
isolated particles, the residence time at a distance of2a0 is
significantly higher, whereas it decreases on the3a0 andp

3 a0 sites. In contrast to recent work that showed colle
tive processes for CO on Cu(110) [13], there is no indic
tion for any time correlation between the hopping even
of the individual atoms of a dimer. This follows from
the observation of the center-of-mass motion of dime
which was found to be consistent with the assumption
single, noncorrelated jumps.

Finally, the hopping rates were transformed into a pa
wise interaction potential between the oxygen atoms. T
various hopping rates are given byg0  ne2E0

D ykT , where
E0

D is the energy barrier in the direction of the jump, andn

is the frequency factor. Since the diffusion barrier (ø0.55
to 0.7 eV) is much larger than the modification by the in
teractions (few 10 meV, see below), the preexponent
factors can be assumed to be about equal [14]. For
ratios of the jump rates between two sites, the pree
ponential factors cancel [15]:gi!jygj!i  e2sEi2EjdykT ;
the resulting energy differences represent the pairw

TABLE I. Residence times (in ms) at the various dime
separations.

t` t2 t3 tp
7 tp

3

60 220 43 66 14
63 636 66 612 118y210
3841
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FIG. 5. Pair interaction potential, resulting from the modified
dimer hopping rates.

interaction potential as plotted in Fig. 5. The two dat
points at2a0 and at

p
3 a0 result from the different ways

by which these configurations can be reached.
The interaction potential shows the expected shape w

a repulsive and an attractive branch. The minimum at2a0
is in agreement with the known behavior of oxygen atom
on Ru(0001): The first ordered phase is as2 3 2d structure
[16], which forms islands indicating attractive interaction
at 2a0 [8]. The energy minimum of248 meV, still of
the order of thermal energies, is consistent with stron
thermal fluctuations observed for thes2 3 2d islands [8].
The energy difference between the

p
3 a0 and the2a0

sites (80 meV) is in good agreement with the value o
70 meV derived by Piercyet al. [17] from a combined
LEED/Monte Carlo study of the melting of thes2 3 2d
structure atQ  0.25. However, Fig. 4 demonstrates the
operation of interactions beyond distances of2a0.

Although the shape of the potential is in the rang
of expectations for a chemisorbed, nonmetallic adsorba
such as oxygen, the data for the residence times dem
strate that also the dynamic behavior is significantly influ
enced by the interaction—each oxygen atom affects t
residence time of a neighboring atom on 36 sites arou
it (apart from blocking its own site). The residence tim
on the six nearest-neighbor sites is apparently so sh
3842
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that it could not be observed here. For particles betwep
3 a0 and 3a0 apart from each other, these times diffe

by more than 1 order of magnitude. These conclusio
result from analyses of the hopping dynamics and wou
not be accessible from the knowledge of the (thermod
namic) interaction potential. They demonstrate the ne
to incorporate these effects in any concept modeling
kinetics of surface reactions.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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